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Key questions  

 What does ethical policing 
mean? 

 How can this be enabled by a 
Policing Ethics Committee?  

 How can a Policing Ethics 
Committee ensure reflective 
discussions, and also develop 
proactive suggestions and 
considerations for the decision-
making process? 

 How to ensure the legitimacy of 
the Committee itself?  

Professor Liz Campbell of Durham Law School has been 
appointed independent chair of the Durham 
Constabulary Policing Ethics Committee, and has 
received funding from the N8 Policing Research 
Partnership to develop research into this initiative. The 
research project brings together academic and policing 
expertise to consider the under-explored issue of the 
nature, suitability and impact of the work of policing 
ethics committees.  
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Policing involves pressing ethical issues, such as concerning who to stop and search, how best to 
interact with and support distressed individuals, how to prioritise calls and cases, through to the 
demeanour and appearance of officers themselves. Hard choices and quick decisions are a key 
part of policing. And the inherent power and discretion in policing means that unethical 
practices can create and compound racial or socio-economic disparities. So, policing increasingly 
is looking at all its powers to examine whether they are being used proportionately. Debate has 
also started regarding the rapid advance of technology and its use in policing, e.g. facial 
recognition. 

Ensuring and enabling ethical policing is critical for 
the fairness and legitimacy of police practice in the 
eyes of the wider public, as well as the integrity of 
individual officers and forces. In a legal sense, 
the Code of Ethics for the police service of England 
and Wales has been enshrined in law as a code of 
practice under the Police Act 1996 (as amended in 
2014). The Code’s principles and standards of 
professional behaviour provide a framework for 
officers who must make decisions and take action 
with ethical implications, often in fast-paced and 
complex settings.   

Unethical behaviour can range from minor improprieties through to egregious wrongdoing. 
Indeed, HM Inspector of Constabulary’s report in 2016 on Police Legitimacy discussed different 
forms and manifestations of problematic behaviour in the police, ranging from what corrupt 
practices for financial benefit, through to the abuse of authority for sexual gain. All such 
behaviour spans a spectrum of harm, and some such behaviour might be legal, though still 
problematic and unethical. Durham Constabulary was cited explicitly in that Report as having 
good practice in terms of having a panel that looks at standards of behaviour within the force. 
Durham also has an external ethics committee run by members of the public.  
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http://www.college.police.uk/What-we-do/Ethics/Documents/Code_of_Ethics.pdf
http://www.justiceinspectorates.gov.uk/hmicfrs/wp-content/uploads/peel-police-legitimacy-2016.pdf
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Professor Liz Campbell is expert in 

criminal law and justice, with particular 

focus on corruption and organised 

crime. She also has a research interest 

in criminal records, and the treatment 

of complainants in the criminal justice 

process. In addition, she has practical 

experience of ethics committees, 

Professor Campbell previously served as 

a lay panel member on the NHS 

Grampian Research Ethics Committee.  

Twitter: @lizjcampbell  
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In 2017 Durham Constabulary established a 
permanent ethics committee to provide 
support to police officers and staff in 
considering ethical dilemmas when making 
decisions. Durham’s committee is unique in 
that it is run by its own people, and it has an 
independent academic chair, which increases 
the confidence of colleagues in sharing their 
dilemmas. 

Policing Ethics Committees provide a space in 
which police practitioners can explore and 
discuss anonymised, real narratives involving 
ethical dilemmas, rather than acting as a 
gatekeeper or approver for police work, or as 
an offshoot of Professional Standards which 
investigates questionable behaviour. These 
ethical scenarios can relate to individual 
quandaries, as well as shared concerns and 
issues at force level. They involve the 
application of knowledge around ethical 
problem-solving and ethical leadership to 
ensure fairer and better policing. Proactive 
support of ethical decision-making helps to 
ensure a better service for the public, reduced 

complaints and misconduct. 

The intention is that the reflections and 
conclusions from the Committee will help to 
generate a body of ethical advice, and 
ultimately help to formulate ethical policy. By 
involving academia it is hoped to build an 
evidence base that can be researched to 
identify what works and best practice. 
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